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The Ford 5. It was a popular option all the way from its inception in to , in all of its iterations.
Today, it is still one of the most alluring options on the used car market, but before you start
searching for the perfect driving mate with a 5. My research included all versions of the 5. It
seems that problems with the ignition system did affect all versions at one point in time. As it
turns out, the 5. Problems emerge when rubberized covers on the coil boot deteriorate and
cause the spark to hit the plug well instead of the plug. It is not unnoticed that some of the coils
can fail internally due to liquid penetration. The problem does not require a massive investment,
as the coils are rather simple to replace at any Ford dealership. Ford technicians will diagnose
the problem, identify misfiring cylinder s , and replace the spark plug and coil where needed.
This problem is typical for the Ford F with a 5. Failure of the fuel pump driver module usually
cuts off the petrol feed to the engine which, of course, causes the engine to turn off, thus
cutting power to all essential systems. In the first place, the problem happens because the fuel
pump driver module is directly attached to the steel frame. As its surface is exposed to the
elements, salt, water, and dirt build up on its aluminum casing and cannot be washed away as it
is in contact with the steel frame. Over time, vibrations, salt, and water do irreparable damage to
the casing and dirt enters the driver module causing short circuits and making permanent
damage to the smart junction box. As the fuel pump driver module is attached to the frame at
the rear end with only two screws, replacing it is a DIY job. After Ford recognized this problem,
they offered a slightly redesigned replacement part which is not in direct contact with the steel
frame. Thus the dirt and salt build-up is evaded. Symptoms of the damaged fuel pump driver
module are as follows:. The engine sounds strange? You can hear a lot of knocking noises on
acceleration, cold startup, or when you let off the throttle. While causes for such sounds can be
numerous, owner experiences have shown that the most likely reasons can be blown out
tensioners, a loose timing chain, and cam phaser breakage. Bear in mind that cam phasers are
part of the Variable Valve Timing system which is an important component of the 5. Having all
these parts working correctly is crucial as all of them affect moving parts of the engine and,
more or less, keep the engine from tearing itself apart. Timing chain rattles are most noticeable
at the very start. So, listen carefully for any unusual rattles after a cold start. If you can hear
rattles, the timing chain may have become loose due to the blown out tensioner. In this case,
the domino effect is more than likely. The loosened timing chain will rattle like mad and damage
plastic timing chain guides. These plastic pieces can become fully detached from metal
surfaces over time thus enabling metal-to-metal contact of the timing chain and metal carriers
guides were attached to. No reason to tell you that this can damage the timing chain further.
Remove them too. This can lead to premature camshaft lobe wear, more stress on the cam
phasers and, in the worst case, physical contact between pistons valves and other metal pieces.
Thus, a full engine inspection should be performed. Regardless, exactly this happened to some
5. We could even call this problem a common one for the Triton engines produced prior to Later
on, they have the exact opposite problem bear with us for that one. Blowing a spark plug on the
5. First of all, a blown spark plug will completely strip the threading of the aluminum head. It
was one of the problems related to the first issue the ignition system problems I mentioned in
the article. Interestingly enough, blowing out usually happens on the passenger side with the
spark plugs on the third and fourth cylinder. The problem was so common that numerous
aftermarket specialists did, in fact, provide tools and solutions to drill, retap, and rethread the
spark plug hole in the head. Prior to this, the only viable solution was to actually replace the
head altogether. That is what Ford technicians do advise to this day, despite the cost involved.
It is still a bit of a mystery of why this happens in the first place. Some can argue that there are
not enough threads in the head for the spark plug to grab on to. Others debate about the
problems with over-torquing or under-tightening. Nevertheless, the problem persists and one
buying a vehicle with a 2 valve 5. Ford admitted the issue and even offered a solution with
Lock-N-Stitch thread inserts in the head. They encouraged the installation of the Lock-N-Stitch
thread inserts. However, some reports do suggest that better results can be achieved with
HeliCoil kit. Now, they had begun experiencing problems during the replacement of the spark
plugs. The spark plugs were so secure and so snug in their housings that upon attempting
removal, the spark plug would often snap in half. In the worst case scenario, spark plug
fragments parts of metal or ceramic could end up in the cylinder. Since, it all has to be removed
before starting up the engine, this could translate to a lot of work. Cars with the 5. Ford
introduced an all-new spark plug design with a 2-piece shell for the 5. FordProblems explains
it:. Because the electrode is welded to the bottom part of the shell, it creates a natural breaking
point. You see the problem. The spark plug simply sticks too hard making it rather difficult to
remove. Ford issued some tools for easier removal, but only an experienced technician with
enough time on their hands can be certain of replacing the spark plugs without breaking them.
Engines with Variable Valve Timing VVT have numerous additional pieces which make possible

slight timing adjustments to valve opening and closing operations on a running engine. This
technology is created to provide certain advantages which benefit both fuel efficiency and
maximum HP values. At lower RPMs, for example, it is optimal to save as much fuel as possible
so the cam will be in one position. On the other hand, if more power is needed, the cam phaser
will move the camshaft affecting the position of the cam lobes and, of course, the speed and
timing of the valve opening. Now, on the 5. One may hear a rattling noise from the front
direction of the valve cover. This noise usually points to a damaged, failed, or destroyed cam
phaser which would affect almost all other moving pieces in the engine. The only reasonable
solution is replacement with an all-new unit. Reasons for cam phaser failure may be related to
excessive wear or failure of some sensitive parts of the cam phaser. Furthermore, as the engine
oil pressure is used to rotate the input side, it is crucial to maintaining the engine as per Ford
instructions. It is crucial to inspect the timing chain and all other related hardware of the engine
after cam phaser failure on the 5. The engine oil pan gasket can develop a leak on the Ford 5. It
is not a major issue as it is usually corrected with gasket replacement. However, on certain Ford
F models, the oil may leak on the hot exhaust system which results in a strong smell of burning
oil. Not exactly a pleasant experience. If you have any doubt of excessive oil consumption, you
should first check oil pan for leaks and damage. The process of replacing the oil pan gasket
goes something like this:. Andy Lilienthal is a life-long automotive enthusiast. He's written for
several publications since the early s and has worked in the automotive aftermarket for over a
decade. He enjoys working on cars and trucks, has a thing for oddball 4WDs and small cars,
and loves to travel and camp. Andy lives with his wife, Mercedes, in Portland, Oregon. Skip to
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introduced its newest engine to its F truck family. The 2. Ford stayed true to its V6 commitment
during development although some auto engine buyers have little faith in used blocks. A Triton
engine rebuilt from our facility is similar in quality toâ€¦. Ford made some serious changes to its
F series in The 5. The smaller valve types used in the lateâ€¦. Ford increased the production of
the F pickup in the s. These builds each featured a new engine known as the Triton 5. These
motors were the new installation that took the place of the retired Modular on a national scale.
Any person who is considering the purchase of a replacement engine should knowâ€¦. Ford
made some big changes to its interior and exterior offerings in the F in The look of the trucks
changed as well as the power output. Instead of offering just a V8 in 5. The sub-brands that are
provided include different editions produced each year. The Ford F engines series does include
a larger engine type based on valve technologies. The rebuilt editions that are for sale right here
online offerâ€¦. Ford introduced the Triton V8 package in the year. This was the long awaited
upgrade to the Essex and Modular series used for decades previously. The Triton is configured
with multiple valve combinations. These add to the horsepower increases with each model of
F-Series of E-Series units produced. Getting your hands on a 5. The mid s F-Series engines
remain in demand due to the Ford technologies used. These motors were some of the final
installations of the Triton series engines that performed well since the year. The F series of
pickup trucks retain retail resale value based on the quality of the engines inside. The Fordâ€¦.
The Triton series motor helped Ford to turn a new page in the late s. This V8 series took over
from the Modular and Essex designs that were the primary workhorses in the F-Series vehicles.
This engine type can be hard to find online due to shortages in the secondary industry. The F 5.
The version of the F-Series trucks featured more than just an engine change. These vehicles
had a makeover on the body as well as the torque provided. The Ford Motor Company Modular
engine series was selected for this brand. The through editions used the 5. The Econoline van
series from Ford has ruled the commercial vehicles industry for decades. Part of the popularity
is the durability of these vans. The power of the engine is one thing that keeps these vehicles
going strong. These motors have aâ€¦. The Romeo engine in the V8 Ford lineup is a strong

motor. We have these 2-valve engines for a great price. The Econoline engine for sale here is a
refurbished edition. This means that our company has madeâ€¦. The Bronco was a sales
success by Ford. This early SUV was so successful that it had two different releases. The
standard edition and Bronco II engines can be found here. These V6 series motors are
reconditioned in our facility. We offer the rebuilt Ford Bronco engine forâ€¦. The Contour was
sold in the U. The termination of the Tempo and the Topaz helped lay the foundation for the
Contour editions. The engines that were used provided the same reliability as in other Ford
vehicles. Ford produced its Zetec series to provide its 2. The upgrades over the 1. The
introduction inside the Mercury Mystique helped introduce the 2. We sell refurbished Ford 2. A
Triton engine rebuilt from our facility is similar in quality toâ€¦ Read More. The smaller valve
types used in the lateâ€¦ Read More. Any person who is considering the purchase of a
replacement engine should knowâ€¦ Read More. The rebuilt editions that are for sale right here
online offerâ€¦ Read More. The Fordâ€¦ Read More. These motors have aâ€¦ Read More. This
means that our company has madeâ€¦ Read More. We offer the rebuilt Ford Bronco engine
forâ€¦ Read More. Replacingâ€¦ Read More. Typical 5. Ford's 5. This usually leads to cam phaser
failure and timing chain tensioner breakage. Unfortunately, due to misinformation on the
internet, many owners replace the phasers and timing sets, only to have the problem re-occur.
The actual cause of the problem is excessive oil clearance on the cam journals in the cylinder
heads. This allows any contaminants in the oil to lodge between the cam and the journals,
scarring the surface. In addition, they can't keep an adequate film of oil on the cam, causing
further wear and scarring. This leads to the cam seizing in the head, which causes the phaser
and timing chain damages. To correct the problem, we bore out the cam journals and install
custom made cam bearings to obtain the proper clearance. In addition, we use the Melling HP
oil pump for proper phaser actuation. Our engines are built with all new OEM spec components
and upgraded with graphite coated hypereutectic pistons. So when it's time to replace yours,
give us a call! We're the industry experts! As always, when purchasing anything online, make
sure you are comparing apples to apples. We've been made aware that there are unscrupulous
dealers out there online that are not advising customers of what they are buying. If you're
paying for an engine with new OEM cam phasers, make sure that's what you're getting. All of
our Ford engines are covered by our class leading 3 or 5 year parts and labor warranties. Fits F,.
Compare to others'. Fits F Built with new OEM phasers. Fast, free shipping and lowest prices!
The Ford F is a staple for many drivers. Despite is popularity, it has become plagued with a host
of problems, including the 5. Here are some common problems with the Ford F and 5. Check out
some of the most common issues with the Ford F, which include the check engine light coming
on and other 5. Lots of Ford owners complained about lack of heat in the cabin. One owner
turned on the heater and received cold air. The owner then set the temperature to 90 and the
temp gauge only allowed for a small amount of heat. The owner of the Ford also began to have
those windows fog. So, the owner then turned on the air conditioning to get rid of the fog.
Another complained of minimal heat, even though the antifreeze reservoir was filled to capacity.
The owner further stated that the thermostat was working fine and holding pressure. But the
owner experienced hoses that were hot as well as a gauge that only moved to the center. The
owner of a Ford F begin experiencing issues with the truck that was equipped with a 5. The
owner stated that the truck would run rough at a low idle. One owner of a Ford F experienced an
issue in which the engine light came on at about. The owner took the truck to the dealer and the
dealership took the time to replace the O2 sensor. After the owner drove away after the repair,
the owner then noticed that the fuel gage stopped working. So, the owner called the ford dealer,
and the Ford company stated that once the battery was unhooked for service of the O2 rings,
the gauge was reset. So, the owner took the truck to the gas station for a fill up. The owner then
stated that the gauge began working. But after driving a few more miles, the engine began
experiencing some more failure. The owner stated that the truck rolls to a complete stop, right
in the middle of a bridge. The owner then had the F towed to a dealership after some frustration,
and once again, the O2 sensor was replaced. One of the most common failures of the 5. This car
component that covers the spring that travels from the spark plug to the coil output prong.
These coil boots are known to deteriorate with age. Additionally, weak spots that are located in
the rubber can cause the spark to jump into the plug as opposed to the spark plug. The wells
also have a tendency to fill up with coolant and oil â€” which can affect the performance of the
coil. Oftentimes, the ignition coil can experience an internal failure. With the most common
symptom being cylinder misfires, the F driver may experience light shaking or jerking. The
driver may even experience some bucking too. Thankfully, the coil boots are easy to replace.
Typically, a Ford dealership will take the time to diagnose the cylinders that are misfiring. The
dealership will then replace the coil as well as the plug for those particular cylinders. Given the
5. Many F drivers tend to ignore the misfiring and think that there is an issue with the

transmission issue. Ford dealerships typically see the F trucks go a considerable amount of
time with a misfire condition. Eventually, the F will begin to backfire fail to accelerate to over
30mph, and even backfire. Should this happen, you may have a damaged catalytic converter
caused by all of the misfires. With this 5. Perhaps one of the most frightening parts of owning
an F with 5. There have also been issues reported with the variable valve timing a well.
Typically, once you hear a three-valve 5. Even with light acceleration, a F driver will notice
issues. Many of these problems can be traced to low oil pressure, caused by pump failure.
There may also be a lack of the systematic following of service intervals. Tensioners and
phasers can also fail due to their age. You may experience the rattling one minute, then it goes
away. But the crux of the issue lies in low oil pressure once hot. Check out some of the most
common issues reported with the Ford F While all vehicles- including the F â€” have their share
of issues, there is one some F model years that is quite good to purchase. So, what is the best
year ever for the for F? The model year In fact, the second year of the 13th as well as other
generations, the Ford F has a great combination of technology and durability. The F-series
trucks are an iconic Ford vehicle- over 12 generations! Of all of these trucks, you want to take
the time to figure out what you need in a truck. Or are you in need of great torque and you need
to have great towing power? So, are you looking for a classic F? Or are you looking for a more
modernized F? Know what you want and make sure all is incorporated in your pre-owned F Just
as you want to think about mileage of any used vehicle you purchase, your used F will be no
exception. Keep in mind that the higher the mileage, the more likely you may experience issues.
Will your budget allow you to get a great used truck that has low miles? Consider that as you go
F shopping. There are plenty of newer F vehicles that have less than 60, miles. Sure, all vehicles
require maintenance and many vehicles will need major repairs before an owner decides to
retire it. But you want to keep your major repairs and maintenance to a minimum with your used
F truck purchase. Since the F trucks are very commonplace and durable, lots of F owners have
taken to modifying just about any as well as everything. As a used F truck shopper, you want to
however stay away from those trucks that are modified. Sure, a modified F truck is awesome- if
those modifications were done correctly and properly. But how will you truly know how the
truck was modified? The F trucks were designed to work with specific and certain parts they
came manufactured with. So, as you do your used F shopping, pay attention to the
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utilize the functionality of this website. The Ford Triton engine made its debut in and was
offered in many pick up, van and SUV applications. The Triton family of engines included the 4.
This featured Ford F 5. This 5. Tri Star remanufactured 5. For total peace of mind you can also
upgrade to our 'No Fault' Warranty Supplement, call for details. Rebuilt 5. Used engines
incorporate no updates and are extremely susceptible to failure due to mileage already being on
the engine with questionable maintenance records. Used and rebuilt 5. When shopping be sure
to ask if you're getting a used, rebuilt 5. Be sure to use our online lookup or call our engine

experts to ensure proper fitment for your application. The 5. If you have any questions or need
assistance, please give us a call at or contact us today! VVT actuators cam gears installed.
These are extremely crucial to the 5. Timing covers are checked and machined for st
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raightness to ensure a good seal. All engines are simulation tested and black light checked for
leaks during testing. Unlike some competitors, the tape used for micro-polishing cranks at Tri
Star is only used once and in only one direction. Reusing tape back and forth can cause fine
metal particles to become impregnated in the journal and cause premature failure. Engines are
checked for good compression, oil pressure, and black light checked for any leaks before
packaging Engines are provided with a written warranty which clearly outlines coverages.
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